794

794

794

Indoor games of skill
Class here board games
Class war games in 793.92; class adventure games, fantasy games, mystery games
in 793.93; class games combining skill and chance in 795
For backgammon, see 795.15

.8

Electronic games
Class here computer games, video games
Unless other instructions are given, class a subject with aspects in two or more
subdivisions of 794.8 in the number coming last, e.g., critical appraisal of a
specific game 794.85 (not 794.8015)
Class electronic games as formal instructional devices for the teaching
of a specific subject with the subject, plus notation 07 from Table 1, e.g.,
video games for teaching astronomy in secondary education 520.712; class
computerized forms of a specific indoor game or amusement with the game or
amusement in 793–795, e.g., computerized checkers 794.2

.801

Philosophy and theory
Notation from Table 1 as modified under 792.01, e.g., influence of
electronic games 794.8013

.802 8

Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment, materials
Class comprehensive works on basic and auxiliary techniques and
procedures in 794.83

[.802 85]

Computer applications
Do not use; class in 794.81

.809

History, geographic treatment, biography
Class here description, critical appraisal of specific companies and
studios
For description, critical appraisal of specific games, see 794.85

.81

Computer applications
Class here data processing
Unless it is redundant, add to base number 794.81 the numbers following 00
in 004–006, e.g., programs for digital personal computers 794.81536, but use
of digital computers as a whole 794.81 (not 794.814)

.83

Techniques and procedures
Including design, direction, production, special effects
Class here comprehensive works on basic and auxiliary techniques and
procedures
For auxiliary techniques, see 794.8028

.84

Special aspects of electronic games
Class here comprehensive works on electronic game genres
1

794

Dewey Decimal Classification
.842–.849

794

Electronic games dealing with specific themes and subjects
Add to base number 794.84 the numbers following —3 in notation 32–39
from Table 3C, e.g., military games 794.843581; however, for computer
athletic and outdoor sports and games, see 794.86–794.89

.85

Specific electronic games
Arrange alphabetically by title of game
For specific computer athletic and outdoor sports and games, see
794.86–794.89

.9

Fantasy sports
Variant name: Rotisserie sports
Add to base number 794.9 the numbers following 796 in 796.3–796.9, e.g.,
fantasy baseball 794.9357
See also 793.93 for fantasy games
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